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Abstract. We examine the fermion asymmetry measurements at LEP and SLC leading to ef-




. We notice very interesting regularity in these measurements.
All asymmetry measurements fall in two classes. Class A measurements where hadronisation
eects are not relevant for the nal result and class B measurements where hadronisation eects
can not be avoided and can only be corrected with whatever understanding of these phenomena
we have. In each of these classes there is excellent agreement between LEP and SLC results.
However the two classes are distinctly apart by more than 3. We suggest that for precision
test of the standard model the class A measurements should be preferred.
During last few years the standard model has been subjected to very tight precision
tests through a variety of measurements at LEP and SLC on one hand and direct con-
rmation and further tests by another set of measurements at Tevatron on the other
[1, 2, 3]. An extremely important measurement at LEP/SLC has been the measurement





. Whereas in the case of LEP,
production of Z bosons takes place using unpolarised electron/positron beam, in the case





four LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL measure the forward-backward
asymmetries for leptons and quarks produced in the Z decays. They also measure the 
polarisation asymmetry using  decays dominantly in the hadronic channel. On the other
hand SLD experiment at SLC measures the polarised asymmetry using the Z production
cross-section from left polarised and right polarised beams. Thus the two environments
are fairly complementary and help in improving the signicance of these measurements
even further for reasons of systematics. Taking together all the measurements at LEP




= 0:23157 0:00023 [1]. Since the
statistical signicance of data in each channel of measurement has reached to fairly high
level, it is time to look into some more details of these measurements as various channels
have their own systematics. The aim of this paper is to address this issue.




is shown in gure 1. These measurements
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Here  represents the eect due to running of QED coupling, , in going from low energy to Z mass
scale and r
W
is the eective weak radiative correction mainly due to top and Higgs in the Z propagator
and some other non leading eects. From now on if the mass scale is not specied,  refers to (m
e
).
The best estimate of  at Z mass scale is (M
Z
) = 1=(128:896 0:090) [5].
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. There is the class A measurements
where hadronisation eects are not relevant in determining the sytematics and these are
indicated by a label (A). In this class are the measurements of A
FB
of leptons e// mea-
sured by all experiments at LEP and the left-right polarisation asymmetry A
LR
measured
by SLD at SLC. There are the other class B measurements where hadronisation eects can
not be avoided in determining the systematics. In this class are the measurements of A
FB




using  decays in the hadronic
channel performed by all the experiments at LEP. These are all indicated by another label
(B). This trend was noticed earlier [7], when the data were still statistically poor and




determined from asymmetries free from hadronisation eects
tend to be smaller than those where such eects are important. It was also stressed that
these results should be watched with improvement in precision. Thus as seen in gure 1,
Sin2Θ
eff
SLD ALR (A) 0.23051 ± 0.00043
AFB Leptons (A) 0.23085 ± 0.00056
Aτ (B) 0.23240 ± 0.00085
A
e
 (B) 0.23264 ± 0.00096
AbFB (B) 0.23246 ± 0.00041
AcFB (B) 0.23155 ± 0.00112
QHem (B) 0.23200 ± 0.00100
LEP + SLD (A) 0.23064 ± 0.00034
LEP + SLD (B) 0.23235 ± 0.00031





measurements using dierent methods
there is signicant dierence between the two classes of measurements and the dierence
is at the level of 3.7. This is the situation inspite of our best eorts in understanding
the dilution of asymmetries due to hadronisation eects and the detector modelling of
these eects and the reconstruction of jet/hadron four vectors and the ow of charge in
the appropriate hemispheres as the situation demands, apart from the eects of missing
neutrinos in the case of heavy quarks. Thus there is a need to probe this matter further
in as much a model independent way as possible. Fortunately given the LEP and SLC
environments where one provides unpolarised beams and the other polarised, some eort
can be made. For a general case of polarised or unpolarised beam the produced fermion

























































are axial and vector couplings for a fermion i with charge Q
i
. Thus for
the case of unpolarised beam where P
e























For the case of polarised beam, P
e
6= 0 like the situation at SLC, the polarised forward-







































Where 's refer to forward/backward cross-sections or simply the number of events. Thus
one immediately notices that in this case there is no dependence on A
e
. To summarise








The four LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL [1] have measured the
b quark asymmetry leading to a combined value A
b
FB
= 0:0979  0:0023 after apply-













= 0:23085 0:00056 using measured A
`
FB
at LEP. One can also estimate the value
of A
b
using the expressions mentioned above and the value of A
e




as this is a measure of A
2
e
assuming lepton universality. Restricting only to
lepton forward-backward asymmetries at LEP, A
e
= 0:1523 0:0044 and thus using the
measured value of A
b
FB




which is more than 2 below its standard model value A
b(SM)






is independent of A
e
, it provides the direct measurement of A
b
. The




This is in excellent agreement with A
b(LEP)
and an average of the two can be representa-
tive of < A
b
>= 0:859 0:0029. This is 2:6 below its SM value.
The nice agreement between LEP and SLD coming from completely dierent environment
of measurement and procedures of analysis makes it dicult to call such agreement mere
chance coincidence. In contrast to the measurements, the expected value A
b(SM)
' 0:935




. This is a general situation whenever the vector coupling
is substantial (this is the case with quarks, particularly the down type). Thus even the





[8]. In fact any additional
correction from any physics consideration can not change the situation substantially un-
less some drastic changes are introduced in the basic vector and axial vector couplings. In
other words the measurement of A
b
is a good reference point to understand the systematic
eects for the measurements mentioned above. An alternative argument can equally well




from SLD to extract the eective









way we compare the results at LEP and SLC, there is good agreement and the conclusion
3
remains unchanged. This essentially points towards the dilution of asymmetries whenever
hadronisation eects become relevant. The dilution appears to be more than what seems
to be understood from our present knowledge of hadronisation eects and QCD correc-
tions already implemented in all possible details. The understanding of hadronisation
process and subsequent consequences on the quality of b quark direction and the charge
assignment are common to all experiments at LEP and SLC and no wonder that they
agree so well.
We suggest that either such measurements, where hadronisation eects can not be avoided,
are kept aside for precision tests of SM or eorts should be made to minimise them by
designing suitable variables where they can be mostly cancelled. Recently the SLD collb-
oration [9] has measured quark charge asymmetries where some combinations lead to
cancellation of hadronisation eects. They have measured polarised and unpolarised































are the fraction of left- and right-handed events. The ratio of the two



















where the uncertainties in the detector acceptance, charge assignment and the dilution




= 0:2297  0:0052  0:0018.
Our point of view that asymmetry measurements where hadronisation eects can be




is well supported though more needs
to be done to improve the signicance.








is estimated into class B where hadronisation eects are relevant.
The reason being that for  polarisation measurements at LEP, the hadronic nal states
of  decay ( ! ; ! ) play important role and understanding energy and angular
resolution of the decay products is relevant. Obviously they t more into the class of mea-




values displayed in the gure 1.




measurements, we can summarise the overall
situation on asymmetry measuements. We nd that there is excellent agreement between
LEP and SLC experiments if the measurements are classied properly. Thus we suggest
that all those measurements where hadronisation eects can not be avoided/cancelled
should be considered in one class and those which are free from such eects should be
considered in another class and the latter should be preferred for obvious reasons. Thus




measurements for LEP and SLC is







Further support to our view comes from observing the W boson mass measurements at

PP collider at Tevatron over the last few years [3] and recent measurements at LEP [10].
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on W boson mass. The band around central line corresponds
to (M
Z




from class A and B mea-
surements in combination with W mass from Tevatron and LEP experiments.
these measurements is M
W






) = 0:2313 0:0006




on W mass within the framework of SM




for the two classes
A and B in combination with the measured W mass. The advantage of this plot is that
it does not require any specic Higgs or top quark mass for interpretation and provides
a simple internal consistency check of data. Thus if the data is expected to agree with
the SM then it should follow the band. In future one would also like an improvement in
(M
Z






. Given the present status of data it is




are favoured and any further
increase in W mass will make the agreement better.




as a function of top quark mass. The data corresponds
to M
t





from class A measurements. From this gures it is obvious that light Higgs is very much
favoured. However, based on direct searches at LEP, a light Higgs (M
H
< 70GeV) is
nowhere in sight. Thus a desirable option would be a few GeV increase in top quark




. Given the top mass measurements where hadron
calorimetry and understanding jets (energy inside the accepted cone versus left outside)
play important role, such a small change (1-2) may not be unreasonable. In the coming
years when Tevatron has plenty of top produced this will become clear.
Finally we would like to add that taking all the electroweak measurements together we see




remains close to ' 0:2311,





measurements signicantly and LEP and Tevatron have improved the W mass
measurements further, this will become clear. However seeing gure 3, one nds that the




are least visible for such a situation. In fact




can also be obtained
by simply runing 
QED






















on top quark mass for various Higgs boson masses. The data




from class A measurements and top mass from CDF and
D0 experiments. The central line in the Higgs band corresponds to M
H








) as reference band that comes out using only running of  to Z mass scale.
a puzzling situation and one may ask the question: why should nature want the weak
correction around Z scale to be least visible. For example, a signicantly light top quark
or pretty more massive than the observed would have been perfectly ne with the SM.
In our opinion the set of electroweak measurements at LEP, SLC and Tevatron leading
to the least visible weak correction should be considered to indicate new physics where
most of these masses come out naturally to explain this puzzle.
It is a pleasure to thank Som Ganguli for fruitful comments and suggestions.
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